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The Lord of the Rings
By J.R.R. Tolkien
The Lord of the Rings tells of the great quest undertaken by Frodo and the Fellowship of the
Ring: Gandalf the wizard, the hobbits Merry, Pippin and Sam, Gimli the Dwarf, Legolas the Elf,
Boromir of Gondor, and a tall, mysterious stranger called Strider.

The Chilling Adventures of Sabrina
By Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa
On the eve of her sixteenth birthday, the young sorceress Sabrina Spellman finds herself at a
crossroads, having to choose between an unearthly destiny and her mortal boyfriend, Harvey.
But a foe from her family's past has arrived in Greendale, Madame Satan, and she has her own
deadly agenda.

Wicked: The Life and Times of the Wicked Witch of the West
By Gregory Maguire
Set in an Oz where a morose Wizard battles suicidal thoughts, the story of the green-skinned Elphaba,
otherwise known as the Wicked Witch of the West, profiles her as an animal rights activist striving to
avenge her dear sister's death.

The Night Circus
By Erin Morgenstern
Waging a fierce competition for which they have trained since childhood, circus magicians Celia and
Marco unexpectedly fall in love with each other and share a fantastical romance that manifests in
fateful ways.

The Name of the Wind
By Patrick Rothfuss
This suspenseful coming-of-age story folllows Kvothe as he recounts his transformation from a
magically gifted young man into the most notorious wizard, musician, thief, and assassin in his
world.

The Magicians
By Lev Grossman
Harboring secret preoccupations with a magical land he read about in a childhood fantasy
series, Quentin Coldwater is unexpectedly admitted into an exclusive college of magic and
rigorously educated in modern sorcery.

The Goldfinch
By Donna Tartt
Taken in by a wealthy family friend after surviving an accident that killed his mother,
thirteen-year-old Theo Decker tries to adjust to life on Park Avenue.

Neverwhere
By Neil Gaiman
Neverwhere is the story of Richard Mayhew, a young London businessman with a good heart and an
ordinary life, which is changed forever when he is plunged through the cracks of reality into a world
of shadows and darkness—the Neverwhere. If he is ever to return to the London Above, Richard must
join the battle to save this strange underworld kingdom from the malevolence that means to destroy
it.

The Queen of the Tearling
By Erika Johansen
Coming out of exile to ascend her rightful throne, Princess Kelsea Raleigh Glynn, with a cadre of
soldiers and the magical Tearling sapphire to protect her, makes a daring decision that evokes the
wrath of the evil Red Witch, forcing her to embark on a quest to save her kingdom and fulfill her
destiny.

The City of Brass
By S.A. Chakraborty
A young con artist of unsurpassed talent inadvertently summons a mysterious djinn warrior to
her side during one of her cons, revealing the existence of true magic before the future of a
magical Middle Eastern kingdom falls into her hands.

